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Exact mquark 0 Condensates in QCDI+I(Nc, ---, •
M.Burkardt

Institute for Nuclear Theory, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

In the limit of an infinite number of colors, we derive an analytic expression for the
quark condensate in QCDI+1 as a function of the quark mass and the gauge coupling
constant. For zero quark mass, a nonvanishing quark condensate is obtained. Nev-
ertheless, we prove that there is no phase transition as a function of the quark mass.
It is furthermore shown that the expansion of _0l_10 ) in the gauge coupling has
zero radius of convergence but that the perturbation series is Borel summable with

finite radius of convergence. The nonanalytic behavior (01_;_bl0)mkT° -Ncx/_'2
can only be obtained by summing the perturbation series to infinite order.

1. Introduction

What is interesting about the quark condensate in QCD1+I? Zhitnitsky [1], using

QCD-sum rule techniques, derived an exact result for the condensate in the limit of
an infinite number of colorst and in the limit mq --# 0

I

- -.--_ - , (1)

and G2 - _ is held fixed as Nv --* oo. This result is remarkablewhere CF - 2No ,r
in several respects: Firstly, (0l ;¢10)l _ is nonvanishing, indicating spontaneous

• . Ilr/I,q--_U

breakdown of chiral symmetry. Secondly, the condensate is nonanalytic in the coupling
constant Ga, thus indicating nonperturbative effects: although it seems natural from
dimensional analysis that (01_;¢10) oc _ for small quark masses, it is impossible
to obtain such a behavior in perturbation theory where one can only generate terms
oc G2n. Thirdly, one may suspect that there is a phase transition in QCDI+1.

Since the coupling constant g in QCDI+I carries the dimension of a mass, _he

theory is super-renormaliz_ble and the scale is set both by the coupling and by the
mass. In practice this implies that (01_¢10) can (up to some dimensionful overall

factor) depend on Ga only through the combination a - G2/m_. Therefore, in order
to address the abovementioned issues of nonperturbative effects and a possible phase
transition, it is necessary to consider nonzero quark masses.

2. (o1 ¢1o)from sum rules

For nonzero quark masses, the vacuum expectation value of the scalar density diverges

*T_lk presented at the 'Workshop on Quantum Infrared Physics', Paris, June 1994.
tNote that Coleman's theorem [2] prohibits spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry for any

finite number of colors, since this is a 1 -t- 1-dimensional model.
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already for free fields

(ol6_lo)- No A_
_-mq log m"-_" (2)

However,due to the mild UV behaviorin I + I dimensions(QCDI+z issuper-
renormalizable)itissufficientto subtractthe freefieldexpectationvalue(i.e.to

Unormalorder")torender(01_I0)finite.Thismotivatesthedefinition

(016_I0)L - (01_,I0)--(01_10)Iro. (3)

The condensateitselfcan be evaluatedusingcurrentalgebra

-.- limiq _ [0
q--,0 J

- --(016_,I0)- 2m¢ / d2z(016iTs_b(x)_/'),s_(0)10). (4)

Upon insertinga completesetofmeson statestone thusobtains

f_(n)

(o1,_,_1o)= -m, _ _, (5)

where/p(n)- (01_i_In)- _ f_d___(_) andthew_vefunction._.andzD-z)

invaxiant masses M_ axe obtained from solving 't Hooft's bound state equation for
mesons in QCD1 +1

= dy_(:) - _(Y)

The variablea correspondstothelight-frontmomentum fractioncarriedby thequark

inthemeson.Notethat'tHooft'sequationwas beenderivedusinglight-frontquan-
tization-- we willreturntothispointbelow.

In the limitofhighlyexcitedmesons,themassesand couplingconstantsscale:
M_ n--'_OO n,--*oOn_r2Ga, fp(n) ----,_/Nc_rG2 [3]and thusthe sum inEq.(5)divergesIog-

axithmically.Of coursethisonlyreflectsthe freefielddivergence(2).In orderto
regularizeEq.(5)ina gaugeinvariantway we introducean invariantmass cutoffand
obtain

(Ol_lo)L - -m, _i_m M2 (1 + M_/A2) "

Eq.(7)canbe usedtocalculate(01_I0)Lnumericallywithhigh precision.

In order to generate an exact result we will use a trick and replace the sum in
Eq.(7), where both small and large n contribute, by a sum which is dominated by

t Because we _e working at leading order in 1/Nc, the sum over one meson states saturates the
operator product in Eq.(4).
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large n only. Due to lack of space, only the basic ideas of the derivation will be
sketched here -- a more detailed discussion of the limit A --. co can be found in

Ref.[4]. For this purpose, let us consider [3]

G(z,A)_ N_o_ ( 1 1 )V _ ,_ _bn(Z) 21712 M2 + A2 fp(n). (8)

Obviously this "Green's function" can be used to compute the condensate, via

f0 1 dz [G(z,A) G(=,A)lu=0]. (9)
i I,T, I li 2 lim _= -m,^_.=

gFrom the equation of motion (6) one can show that fp(n) = 2=, v ,_
If one furthermore invokes completeness of 't H00ft's wavefunctions, i.e.
En#_n(=)_bn(y) = 6(z- V) one can simplify the first term in G(x,A), yielding

vf_tF__ ¢_,(z)fp(n)/M_ = _# --independent of z and the coupling constant.
This term thus drops out completely when we subtract the free field Green's function.

The crucial point is that, for A2 _ co, the remaining term in G(z, A) is dominated
by the n --, co: each individual meson yields a negligible contribution cx (M 2 +
A2)-1 when we send the cutoff to infinity, and a nonzero result arises only from the
summation over infinitely manyhighly excited meson states. We have thus succeeded
in converting the low energy sum rule (7) into a high energy sum rule and we can now
make use of the abovementioned scaling properties of/neson masses M_ and coupling
constants fp(n) as well as of the wavefunction itself _(z) _ ¢(M_z). The scaled
wavefunction ¢(z) -- lin__.oo #b,,(z/M_) satisfies the integral equation [3]

r/t2 _0 °°
O(z) = 2-O(z) + G2 dye(z) -oCv) (10)z (x-v) 2 "

In terms of these scaled quantities we thus find

= T , -; ,..n¢202+A2- = 0'

Upon performing the substitution z = n¢2G2z, replacing En=l,3,.. "-+

(2_r2G2z)_t f_o dz § and performing the z-integral one ends up with

Nvm2 [ 1 foC" dzl°gz'_(z)-"g=O" ] . (12)(oI_¢Io).,,,,l= --;- , _ z

Note that _1 f_o -_(z) = _ [5] is independent of G2 and it does not matter that
the argument of the logarithm is dimensionful, since a free theory subtraction is

SThis is exact for A --, co since the series receives nonvanishing contributions only from the
n ---, 00 region.
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Figure 1: Renormalized quark condensate as a function of the quark mass. Both in
units of the effective coupling G2 - 92CF/_r. Note the absence of singularities.

. performed. While 't Hooft's equation cannot been solved exactly, the scaling equation
can be solved analytically [5]. The lengthy expression for _(z) will not be displayed
here and we merely give the result for the renormalized condensate

m, Nc {]og(_ra)-l-7-1-(1-_)[(1-a)/(a)-log4]}, (13)= 2--'_

where a - Ge/m_, 7. - .5772.. is Euler's constant and

_ I/

f0 ,_hyco,hv (14)= ®dy 1
y2 [a(y coth y - 1) + 1]"

This result is exact for Nc --* w and all quark masses. In the limit a -, c¢ one

recovers Zhitnitsky's result Eq.(1). Furthermore, one can verify that the exact result
coincides with the numerical evaluation of Eq.(?). In the limit _ --, 0 the condensate
vanishes, which is not surprising since we have subtracted the free field result.
3. Discussion

We have started from 't Hooft's equation which is based on light-front quantization.
The light-front vacuum is trivial, i.e. identical to the Fock space vacuum [6]. Never-
theless, using current algebra and sum rule techniques, we obtained a nonzero result
for the quark condensates. The result we obtained agrees with numerical calculations
using equal time quantization (see Refs.[6, 7] for mq = 0 and Ref.[8] for the general
case).

The exact result which we have obtained (14) is an analytic function of _ in the
complex plane cut along the negative real axis -- i.e. there is no phase transition. An
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asymptotic expansion in powers of a yields

wherethecoefficientsshow factorialgrowth

c,"-',,,_(-1)'e-221-'(u-1)! , (16)

the asymptotic expansion for (01  10)1,.is only Borel summable and the Boreli.e.,

series has a finite radius of convergence. Applying the inverse Borel transfer to the
Borel summed series one recovers the exact result which reflects the absence of terms

like e--x. I have compared the first three terms in the asymptotic expansion with
the perturbative (Feynman diagrams) expansion and found agreement. Nevertheless
Eq.(14) is a completely nonperturbative result, because one has to sum up all terms
in the perturbation series before one obtains the right scaling behavior (1) for small
quark mass (large a). It is also not sufficient to keep only the asymptotic behavior
of the series: it is easy to write down an expression which has the same asymptotic ' ,

coefficients for large u but does not yield the desired v_ behavior for mq --, 0.
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